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Indehiscent Fruit

I keep purchasing these damn reading
glasses from the dollar store and they
just keep breaking, falling off my face.
But there hasn't really been a voice
worth getting to know since Jim Harrison
went anyway. Both the eternal stars and
death have been gutted---and then
removed themselves from all the books.
All the glorious strippers in their
tyrannosaurus skin boots and furry
angel wings have been told to instead
just wear a facemask that covers
everything---the whole story of the
journey of their bodies. Or to at the very
least blot with talcum powder any sheen
that might be revealing of their yearning
for Elvis and God---which means also
any tears.

super flower blood moon . . .
constellations
made of cracker crumbs

Hallelujah

That late spring I somehow managed to
find my recovery in an old abandoned
camper that was overrun with fading
love stains and black mold. But also
some loose plastic silverware, tea
candles, window cleaner, masking tape,
a homemade first aid kit in a ziplock bag,
empty grocery sacks inside empty
grocery sacks, yellow yarn, a pipe

wrench, two rusted cans of green beans,
one coffee can of cigarette butts, frames
without pictures, books without words,
and a needlepoint magnetic heart, only it
was glued to the wood paneling. One
evening, using a giant silver flask---the
same one my dear sister had originally
got for me so I could nurse like a baby
boy even when I had no woman at all to
speak of---I baptized myself clean as the
wind.

Sunday morning---
his cure for whatever
violets

Raw Life

Been thinking about putting up a six-foot
feeder in the front yard for the sweet
darling little chickadees---because the
whole damn trailer park is completely
overrun with insatiable wild cats.

Like it has for aeons, the black hole at
the center of the Milky Way just keeps
eating away at the dawns of other
worlds, worlds we continue trying to
reach out to no matter.

When I told her that male grizzly bears
will kill and then consume their own
cubs so that the mother will stop
lactating---so she'll take in more of his
crazed seed---she simply replied that it's
the same with dolphins.

soft pink sunset---
wave after wave
a kingfisher's feathers



Mother

Nearly thirty-six hours since I lit the
Jesus candle I bought at the dollar store
the other day and it's still burning,
flickering like the stars sometimes do.
Now that's money well spent. If, instead,
I'd thrown it at a tall boy from the liquor
store, things surely would have gone to
the dogs and I don't mean like the three
that are at your feet, so anxious for your
peace and calm.

Just sit down already, Mom, and watch
your television. Forget the dishes and
laundry. We don't mind. Watch your soap
operas and then your afternoon talk
programs. Court dramas. Then your
game shows. Then, finally, your evening
news--- your endless death counts of
everything. Or get on your Facebook on
your phone and say hello to cousins and
good friends. Marilynn, Kate, and Tom.
Or look through your pictures of bright
colorful birds and bursting sunsets. The
best memories ever. Please, just
relax---but over, beneath, right against
us. Give us back our world.

opening the blinds,
she recalls her dream
of a chaos of flowers

Post-War Dance

My father has no idea of what is
happening. He is an old man. He sits in
his handicap recliner in the corner of the
livingroom; compares what he
remembers with what's out the window.
Or on television. All the mess. And trust
me, he knows ugliness. Vietnam and
how it eventually became slivers of
glass. No lie. For years it would come
right up out of his skin. Probably
exposure to Agent Orange, the V.A.
doctors said. So he keeps watching the
news for answers. Again, the ugly mess.
But all his pals are dead no matter who's
right or wrong. He'd just like to be a kid
again and go fishing with my uncles.
Light a campfire in the middle of the
swamp and crow hop between the stars,
like his ancient Odawa relatives did for
thousands of years. Lightning in his
eyes. Thunder in his chest. Stuff that
doesn't require being put on a charger
because it's out of life.

golden dawn . . .
an army of dust motes
to catch its light



Bryn Fortey

FACING HOSTILITY

(Dealing With Reality)

Sometime during the early 70s

Tom Waits took over from Kathy Dalton

As the opening act for

Frank Zappa’s the Mothers of Invention

Support bands and singers were often

Subjected to abuse from

An audiences who only had interest

In the headline act

And Kathy (also known as Karen)

Had had enough of their

Jeering and throwing fruit

Tom Waits was a

Much stronger personality

And put up with it all

To see out the tour

He enjoyed hanging out with

The Mother’s band members

Though Frank Zappa himself

Was not easy to approach

Kathy had started out tough

With two divorces before

The age of twenty one

And two bottom teeth lost

Breaking up a fight between

Two of her boyfriends

But a Frank Zappa audience

Was more than she could take

Alcohol and heroin didn’t help

And she suffered from an

Aids related illness for eight years

Before dying at only fifty five



Aleathia Drehmer

Argentina

Your smile and that silver tongue
asking me to not make you
kiss me in the middle of the street.

In your truck, intoxicated sideways,
the lines of the road go by too fast
to remember where they started.

You said things I'd not heard
in far too long and I let myself
bathe in the words tumbling over
my warm, glistening flesh.

I didn't care if they were true
or if you'd remember my name,
only that it was possible to be alive again.

The Skylight

At my neck, he lingers,
lips enrapt in my heartbeat
pulsing like waves in the ocean.

I whisper something inaudible
vibration buzzing skin
and launching ships to space.

Your voice is a vision
he says

I can see your heart
he says

You won't love it when you're close
I say

no one ever does
I say

Who
understands words
anymore?



Aleathia Drehmer

PTSD

I wake up tangled in spiderwebs,
dazed from the venom
of the night before that
I consumed willingly
to soothe a solemnity
living beneath the skin.

Truth stares back at me
with eight gleaming eyes
catching light from every direction,
fangs poised and ready
to remind me that all things pass.

Bart Solarczyk

in the room where

the blood & skin landed

the janitor’s boots

flayed

by the absence of dreams

but only when I sleep

old man multitasking

writing haiku in my head

while walking Pittie

red hawk on the swing set

knows there’s murder in the air

crows, always fucking crows

an ocean between us

& still I get lost

in your eyes

the stars are late

& so am I

Alicia’s waiting



J. D. Nelson

the normal morning routine

up in the toast bed
drinking a coffee cup

ready for eggs
& time says to eat

so after eating we go
and that skull comes along

this message to your brain from mine

now is the power of now

lucking with whiff dreaming
the deek wheel in open root yore

the vowel discharger is on a rake run
we’re waiting for the superman alien

the ghost in a jar
the wall in the garden

the tree was enough to eat with the words
stault stone ceres

boulder has breakfast
the minor mirror could be the trouble
with le mars

I made a deal in the desert with sam
he was a new creature on earth that year

but no one questioned him at all

c. x. cupboard cake

the panicked haiku frog ate a wasp
this is a poem of the wetlands

in the shell I lost the pattern
this is the lester movement

the world is a chamber
that axe is the mirror of the laugh

we are near the sun now
we are near the forest of the clowns

I was a pyramid once
I’ve eaten a hand of the careful radio
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